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That makes it tricky for me to review this 2005 musical version -- both ... as if Gus Van Sant, having finished his shot-by-shot
remake of "Psycho," advanced directly to this assignment. ... The new movie is a success, that I know.. What: "King Kong,"
Peter Jackson's 2005 big-screen remake of the ... uncharted Skull Island (played by Jackson's beloved New Zealand).. Berlin
Remake (2005) combines extracts of East German films with images filmed by the artist in Berlin. While staying in Berlin, the
artist found the locations .... Drea de Matteo in Assault on Precinct 13 (2005) Jean-François Richet in Assault on ... On New
Year's Eve, inside a police station that's about to be closed for good, Officer Jake ... This is a remake of a remake and yet still
packs a punch.. This new version isn't a remaster or a remake, not really. ... Brad Shoemaker wrote in a 2005 Gamespot review,
where he gave the game a 8.7.. In the last decade, Peter Jackson's 2005 remake of King Kong, which ... Kong, now lost in a
hostile New York that wants to destroy him, takes .... GET OUT...of the business of remakes, Hollywood! ... New York one
year after the family who lived there were massacred in their sleep. Things .... Despite brisk early sales and good reviews, sales
of the new Thunderbird couldn't justify continued production, and Ford discontinued it again in mid-2005.. “I could never fill
Tatum O'Neal's shoes, but I tried to make the role my own,” Kraft told the New York Daily News in 2005. “I added a bit of
the .... Oscar-winning Kiwi director Peter Jackson recreated New York in his home town of Wellington, New Zealand, for his
2005 remake of the film classic King Kong.. ... School Musical: The Musical: The Series, and The Lady and the Tramp live-
action remake. ... Home Alone 2: Lost in New York (1992) ... The Greatest Game Ever Played (2005) ... Kim Possible Movie:
So the Drama (2005).. Hollywood is constantly on the search for “new ideas” and where better ... In 2005, 17 films were
Hollywood remakes (including four in the top .... King Kong is a 2005 epic monster adventure film co-written, produced, and
directed by Peter Jackson. A second remake of the 1933 film of the same title, the film stars Naomi Watts, ... In 1933, during
the Great Depression, New York City vaudeville actress Ann Darrow is hired by financially troubled filmmaker Carl Denham
to .... Paper reports Bayer unit will shoot a new version of 1972's 'I can't believe I ate the whole thing'. December 12, 2005: 1:32
PM EST .... ... and now he struggles to raise the cash to stage new shows by playing gigolo ... To be honest this is a classic
example of a remake that, in terms of the movie, .... Scatological remake of a not-so-innocent movie. Read Common Sense
Media's Bad News Bears (2005) review, age rating, and parents guide.. Manohla Dargis of The New York Times, for example,
called it a "crummy remake." In a review last month that offered an unusual glimpse of .... Top Remakes of 2005. ... The Hunt
for the BTK Killer (2005 TV Movie) ... in the East Village of New York City struggling with life, love and AIDS, .... The
Longest Yard (2005 film) The Longest Yard is a 2005 American sports prison comedy film and a remake of the 1974 film of
the same name.. [Review] Satisfying B-Movie 'Doom: Annihilation' Makes 2005's 'Doom' ... The new film from writer/director
Tony Giglio (S.W.A.T. Under Siege) is a remake, not a sequel, and despite its low budget it's bound to satisfy more fans ...
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